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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to our fourth issues for 2018, of
the ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.
Free of charge, feel free to print and put in
your own binder. Please forward to all your
Checker friends too. Free, well perhaps your
friendship could be considered payment?
If you would like to submit an article or
personal profile regarding you or your,
Checker, please submit all content to the
email address on the right side of this page.
So what’s new in this issue? This writer
made a trip a trip to Elkhart, Indiana to cover
a 10 car Checker show at the Dutchman’s
Essenhaus in June. A fun show, it was
interesting to note that there were no
Checker taxis but plenty of Winkoff editions.

In the last newsletter, we learned
about Bill Crawford’s detaxification
project, in this issue we’ll see all the
fun Bill has with his music video
Checker.
As we all know Checkers cover the
world, and in this issue, we’ll present
some of the many folks abroad using
Checkers for car and wedding activity.
Also included, used Checker ads,
photos of Checker’s from the 1964
Checker Sales Brochures and much
more!
Don’t forget about Put-In-Bay! More
information Inside this newsletter.

We look forward to a Summer of
having fun with our Checkers. Please
enjoy issue: volume 4 issue 4.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1952,
and 1950 Checkers
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Put-In-Bay Show Coming Up Soon, Time To Makes Plans!
By David Kniffen
Fellow Checker people, we are now in the 2 months
window for the Ohio Event! Here's the PLAN!!
FRIDAY Aug 24. come into town, and meet up at the
Giving Tree Orchards and event barn, we will park all the
checkers as they arrive in a car show style... Checker
Cab of Put in Bay will be sponsoring the catering of
chipotle or something like... meet and greet, parts swap,
maybe checker awards...figure start arriving maybe 4pm
or so... stay as late as you wish... bonfire at dusk...
SATURDAY: we meet up at the Tin Goose 50's diner for
breakfast (a la carte), and tour their air museum,...(this is
up in the air they have had a shake up in management,
but breakfast still on)... then off to the African wildlife
safari (we get a group discount), where we drive our
checkers right into the park alongside antelope, zebra,
and more!!! after that, the afternoon and evening is yours
to explore... some have expressed interest in cedar point
(they offer a discount after 4pm) or there are many other
things int he Lake Erie shores to explore...

SUNDAY: we meet up at the Miller Ferry to Put in Bay,
where we get a discount to take our cars onto the ferry
and to the island for a day of Island Events!! I have
tried to set us up to where its not a huge cost per
person, unfortunaly this is a tourist area in peak
season..
The best hotel rate we got was from the ARLINGTON
INN manager debbie porter, 419-734-2101 offered
15% off
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Checkers At The Dutchman Essenhaus Resort,
Middlebury Indiana June 2018

Das Dutchman Essenhaus is a unique Amish style
restaurant located in Middlebury, Indiana close to
Shipshewana in the heart of Amish country. A major tourist
attraction during the Summer, the Essenhaus features
many attractions. One of the those atttractions is the
weekly Summer Cruz--in every Thursday nights. On June
28th the Essenhaus honored our favorite cars, Checkers.

Here at the ICTA we love to feature as much up
to date Checker news and are happy to report
on the full showing of Checkers at the event.
Checkers from as far as Colorado and Georgia
made and appearance. A total of ten Checkers
showed up predominantly from Indiana, Illinois,
Ohio and Michigan. With the exception of three
cars from Maryland, Georgia and Colorado, this
was really a regional event.

Paul Worth Checker
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Coming from Colorado, was a 1973 Checker A12w.
The wagon was very interesting, It appeared dry and
rust free, only minor rusting could be found in the rain
gutters. Solid yes, clean no, it really appeared that the
wagon had not been wash or polished in ten years,
granted it did just travel the country so it would be
expected to have a good amount of road film, so we
can let is slide. Considering that the cargo bay was
filled with parts, it’s probably safe to say that the rare
bird is more likely a working car than a show car.

Weinhoeft Checker
From Georgia, owner Paul Worth showed up in his
1973 Marathon A12. Equipped with mag wheels and
custom LED lights, the aqua Checker shows very
well. This car has appeared at virtually every
Checker show over the last 18 years. It’s clearly a
strong performer given its appearance at many
Checker shows.
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John Weinhoeft made the trip from Springfield,
Illinois. Like the Worth Checker, John’s 81 Checker
has traveled across the country to Checker shows for
close to 18 years. Showing a little wear, this Checker
held the center spot of the line-up. John’s Checker
was one of three Winkoff’s displayed at the
Essenhaus show.
A very nice baby blue 1966 baby blue and white
Checker appeared at the show. Wearing Illinois
plates, this writer was not familiar with the car. A
stand out, the Checker sported poverty cap on off
white wheels with white wall. The overall appearance
is quite striking.

Tony Mattern Marathon

Tony Mattern drove up from Maryland in a 1967
Checker A12. This another one of the hard core
Checker that has appeared at many shows over the
years. The Marathon is interesting as the car wears
the 67-only Checker wheel covers

Tim and Zandra Bower displayed their Checker
Winkoff. Painted white with a maroon vinyl roof,

David Vaneestra Marathon
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the Bowers cars displays very well. Unlike most
Winkoff’s which are somewhat gaudy, the Bower's
cars sports classic looks. Aluminum bumpers
polished to a chrome like shine, simulated wire
wheels and chrome bumper add to the spotless
appearance. Tim and Zandra have done a great job
of maintaining this car over the years. This Checker
appears in the 1996 Kalamazoo video, its
appearance on 2018 is just as nice as it was in
1996.

There was another Winkoff at the show, the total
opposite of the Bower's car, the other Winkoff wore
a pimped out two tone paint job with opera windows
and lamps. The overall condition is challenging,
with dull paint and scratches. The rough Winkoff did
display unique bumper placement, the girder
bumpers were mounted without shock absorbers,
so the bumper hugged the body. Within the
Checker hobby, show cars are twenty-footers are
always popular, so it’s certainly fun to see a a
Checker fix-her-upper.

Tim & Zandra Bower Winkoff

Fix-ur-Upper
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John Wilkinson of Illinois displayed a very nice 73. It was clear, like the Beurkens Aerobus, no expense was
spared restoring the Marathon. The Checker wore a very pleasant light metallic blue paint job, the color
popularized by General Motors in the 1960's.
All in all it was a great display, unfortunately the number of Checkers that get shown gets smaller every year. It’s
interesting to note that all the Checkers displayed were civilian Checkers, not taxicabs. Not sure if that
represents a new trend, but this writer expected to see a least one Checker taxicab.
A full video of all cars has been loaded to the Checker Taxi Stand channel of YouTube, check it out!

Wilkenson Checker
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Seattle's Most Popular Checker
“Anonymous Content (our production company) is
very gun shy about using any recognizable vehicles,
even given Fair Use laws.”
The ICTA has dealt with lawyers on several occasions, the
example above takes the cake. Over the course of a
several months we dealt with the lawyers and a
production company ahead of production for an
anonymous artist.
In the late Fall of 2016 we were contacted by a production
company interested in using a Checker in a music video.
The company, recognizing that the ICTA is the largest and
most popular Checker club, contacted this writer looking
to use a Checker in the Seattle, Washington area for a film
shoot. Finding a car was easy, within minutes this writer
contacted Bill Crawford, one of our most active ICTA
Facebook members, Bill was more than happy to help.
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For at least two months the production company insisted that the ICTA sign a release form to allow the
production company to use a Checker for the video. For weeks the ICTA would respond that we had no
standing in the issue or rights to the Checker car, so we were not signing anything.
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Finally about a week before production, the
production company wrote. “To be honest,
we haven't been to the lawyers, and the
point has become moot as the record
company is not concerned. Happily.”
The video was produced, but not without
more legal clicks, apparently on film day, the
production company was still looking for a
signed clearance release from the ICTA.
On the set, Bill took charge and via text
messages and phone calls, the legal team
for the production company 'ok'd" production
to shoot the film. Not only did the film get
produced but our friend Bill was able to
appear in the film as the “taxi driver” (see
header photo) . What more could you ask
for drama, action, filming, rock stars and
Checkers! Here's the complete video
starring Bill Crawford and his Checker.
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Thankfully, the video was produced and more importantly,
the anonymous artist was Ed Sheeran an English singer,
songwriter, guitarist, record producer, and actor.
Apparently Ed’s a famous guy, this writer is embarrassed
to acknowledge not even knowing Mr. Sheeran’s by name,
he is still anonymous to this Sinatra fan, but famous he
is. The video that Bill’s Checker is in has received 16
million likes on Youtube.
The video is clearly the most popular, recently produced
film to utilize a Checker. Happily for Bill this video was not
only fun to make, but it has allowed Bill to promote his
Checker in many other ways for fun and entertainment.

Most recently Bill posted in Facebook “Got a contract today to
do promotional advertising with my Checker and roof light for
radio station 92.3 FM Seattle and also another appearance for
the upcoming Ed Sheeran concert. Dropping off my roof light
for printing today.” For Bill, the Ed Sheeran video is a gift that
keep on giving. Whether its a car show or a radio station
promotion, Bill is having a ball with his now famous Checker!
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In the summer of 2017, just six months after doing the
shoot Bill posted “Got my Green Machine all decked
out in its Shape of You music video bling, getting
ready for tomorrow night's live radio broadcast and
promo at the Ed Sheeran concert......Wish me luck
!!!!!!!”
Bill has been able to taken full advantage of his Checker’s
popularity. Signage has been produced to display the
Checker at shows. Whenever Bill shows his Checker, he
promotes fans touching, feeling and sitting in his Checker,
and the show participants love it. Bill has posted over 100
photos of his Checker being enjoyed by fans at car shows
or Ed Sheeran concerts.
We all know that Checker are special. Bill’s Checker is just
one example of how unique owning a Checker can be, its
not your ordinary collector car. The Checker properly
cared for can continue to serve the community and
provide fun for all.
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The Passing of an Old Checker Friend
We lost long time Checker friend Bobby Lowich, originally
from Brooklyn, New York Bobby passed in May. According
to Ben Merkel, Bobby entered hospice late in April and
passed peacefully a week later. Quite a character, Bobby
was a hard boiled Checker taxicab driver who toiled in the
streets of NYC for over 30 years.
The highlight of his career was when he accepted an
invitation from Morris Markin for lunch at the Waldorf. A
celebrity driver, Bobby was sought out by the movers and
shakers of NYC. He was on a first name basis with CBS's
Andy Rooney among others. A funny guy, he always had
this writer in stitches. A NYC tough guy as tough as his
Checker, he had no problem driving his Checker across the
US, trips that most Checker fans might balk at taking.
Unfortunately he had been in pretty rough shape after
suffering a stroke while pushing his Checker into a gas
station during hurricane Sandy. He was a driver right up till
the storm using a beat up 82 A11 Checker painted in
Chicago colors running a livery service. RIP Bobby.
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Longtime Checker Fan George Lukacs Passes
Bruce Uhrich has passed on the sad news that Checker fan George Lukacs from Virginia passed
away. According to Bruce, George was very active and over the last 20 years: always attended the Das
Awkscht Fescht show at Macungie. While at the PA. show George and his wife Estana would present their
original 1970 Marathon and then vacation at their cabin in the Poconos.
Bruce wrote “I remember George has a very pleasant man who always had a scrapbook with pictures to
share. We will miss him at Macungie on August 5th this year.” The header picture by Bruce is from 2014,
George and Estana with fellow ICTA member Doug Klauck.
This writers had several conversations with George over the years, past conversations indicated that
George was an early adopter of Checker’s. Before buying his 70 Checker, George had owned several used
Checker taxicabs acquiring as far back as 1960.
Left, George and
his wife Estana
with ICTA Member
Doug Klauck
Right, George’s 70
Checker Marathon
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We’ve seen some other recent
developments in the hobby that indicate that
groups and clubs are shifting. As the groups
get smaller, we can see like-minded
individuals forming new alliances, case in
point, the Tucker Club and the AACA.

Think Outside The Bus
It seems very apparent that the old car hobby is in the
midst of change. Attend any vintage car or truck event and
its clear that the demographics of those attending are
shifting to an older crowd. The hobby is clearly in decline.

Our friend Dan Strohl of Hemming's News
recently wrote of 12/17/18, “With just a
fraction of its peak membership and
dwindling engagement, The Tucker
Automobile Club of America has reached an
existential moment; the official partnership it
announced this week with the AACA
Museum proposes not only to save the club
but also to serve as a prototype for other car
clubs nearing their own ends.”
Note the reference "other clubs", could that
mean the various Checker clubs? Probably
yes.
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The Checker fan base has shrunk over the years,
getting more than ten Checkers to an event is a
challenge. Kalamazoo will always generate more cars
given the strong local bond, that said, getting more
than twenty cars has been a challenge for Kazoo for
over ten years.
So where is the Checker hobby going? Perhaps
Checker fans will start to migrate to the mass transit
hobby. Checker A11 taxicabs are very much like mini
buses. The standard Checker Taxicab model, like a
bus will have rubber or linoleum floors, heavy duty
grade bus upholstery and even chrome grab
rails. Checker introduced the Aerobus in the
60's. Checker even produced a full size transit bus in
the early 50’s. Maybe we share some common bounds
with bus fans?
If you’re a regular on the ICTA Facebook page, you
may have notice that lately we have seen some bus
talk. Several members have recently posted pictures
of their buses and their Checkers.
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The cover header is of ICTA member Scott Richard's
Checker, depicted in the photo, one of his recently
purchased Checker A11 taxicabs and several New Look
buses. Scott’s friend, new ICTA member Tiago Castro
also owns a bus, a former a 1969 GMC Fish Bowl
bus. Scott and Tiaga plan on restoring a recently acquired
Checker and will add it too the transit bus fleet.
ICTA member Emerson Zentz also is the proud owner of a
GMC “New Look” bus as well as a west coast built Crown
and Gillig bus. Emerson showed up to an ICTA event last
year in his Crown bus, so it’s pretty clear there is some
synergy between Checker and Bus fans.

Last year the ICTA held its show at the Union Illinois Rail
Museum, it was great to see our Checker alongside
buses, trolleys and trains. Dan Diamond, grounds keeper
of the museum made it very clear, “We’re all like-minded
people, we need to stick together”. As we watch the
hobby shrink, let's be open minded and think about ways
to partner with other groups or clubs.
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Checker Factory
1964!!!!
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Its a Big Wonderful Checker World
In the 1954 Advertisement Checker Service Goes Round
the World, the copy reads “ From Norway to Tahiti, from
Uruguay to Saudi Arabia – wherever taxicab operators
know and rely on built in quality and economy for
profitable operation, the Checker Cab is famous for its
rugged dependability and low cost maintenance".
Well its 2018 and it’s safe to say that Checker still serves
the world. ICTA members regularly provide taxicab and
livery service to a public that knows quality and an
automobile that is iconic. On all the continents Checker
Cabs can be found servicing weddings goers and the film
industry.
The ICTA is a global club, yes, many our of members are
US based, but this blog salutes our members who
represent Checkers abroad.
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The ICTA is a global club, yes, many our of
members are US based, but this blog salutes our
members who represent Checkers abroad.
We have a large contingent based out of the UK.
Stephen Disbrowe based out of the metropolitan
London area has two Checkers in his inventory of
cars. Ray Tomkinson and Peter Oliver also do their
part serving London with outstanding Checkers
dressed up in New York City livery.
Recently Ray Tomkinson’s Checker was used in
print for a British airline opening up routes to New
York. The photos posted in the Facebook group are
quite striking and clearly demonstrate Checker's
roots to New York.
Armin Haag, is our man in Germany. His Checker
A11 is outstanding. This writer personally loves the
wheels and white walls setup. Armin regularly posts
in the group and is a great one for sharing German
auto show participation.
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Sami Lassila is our man in Finland. A major supporter of the Finland Checker Club, Sami has deep roots to
Checker. As many are aware, 500 Checkers were exported to Finland to support the Helsinki Olympics,
Sami’s family owned one of those Checkers. There is strong bonds in Finland to Checker, most recently the
Finland Checker Club restored a 1948 Checker A2, Sami has been one of several ICTA Finland members who
kept us abreast on the restoration project. Sami owns a spectacular 1967 Checker, one of the new Checkers
in Finland, he represents us well.
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On the other side of the world, we have Checker friends in North Africa. Silvano Pipi based out of Algeria has
a stunning Checker A12 limo. According to Silvano, his project is 98 percent complete. More importantly,
much of what Silvano has done has been handcrafted. The limo is furnished with custom upholstery and
cabinets, very impressive.
We all will do whatever we can to keep our Checkers on the road and enjoy the pure entertainment of driving
a Checker. Well ICTA member Mario Dubuc has taken the effort to the next level. As Mario so matter-of-factly
put it in a recent Facebook post, “did a crazy thing last week…..Full Body Swap………. on a BMW 750 IL
V12”.
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Our Canadian representative has clearly gone global, what could be more global than a Checker powered by
BMW?
Perhaps the most impressive fleet of Checker outside of the US is the fleet owned by John Bell in Australia.
John runs quite a business with his Checkers. Of the five Checker cabs, four are now in service with one still
under restoration. Bell has plans for more. He is looking to secure an even rarer model, a 12-seat “Aerobus,”
in the near future. All cars are “painstakingly” restored and include all the features that identified the Checker:
A limo-size rear seat, checker stripes, air conditioning, roof light and flag fall meter are all part of the
package. American Checker fans have become aware of the Melbourne interest: “We are now starting to
build a reputation”.
we’ll keep you posted as we uncover more Checker servicing customers around the world
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Checkers For Sale
Currently on the ICTA website as of 4-22-18

Four LA Checkers need to be saved from the crusher!

I bought them in hopes of saving them from scrap. Fair price with may decent parts. Contact Scott at 951
233 7732 or regtransit@aol.com
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1966 Checker Marathon (Illinois)
My uncle bought this car new it needs total
restorationit ran when it was parked. It has a
Chevrolet inline 6 cyl with an automatic the interior is
suprisingly nice. The car has never been altered
could be fun project. 1200 obo Contact Bruce
at: 847-815-9861

1969 Checker Marathon Model A12E Long
Wheel Base Best Offer
I have a 1969 checker cab marathon up for
trade or sale I'm leaving town and I don't wanna
leave it in storage runs drives
Any other questions Call ☎ (702) 517-1003
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1971 Checker Marathon Taxi Cab – $15000 (Johnstown Pa.)
For sale a factory original Checker Marathon Taxi Cab.
Bought it back in 1979 has been garage kept, only
brought it out for parades and car shows. bought it from
the original owners estate. can't say how long he had it in
a garage? Speedometer showing 69,662 miles on it as far
as I know, body has a few marks here and there. Frame is
100% solid no rust. Interior original blue cloth seats no
holes or tears. Head liner is in good shape. Cab has a
Chevrolet V8 283 CI, with a three speed automatic
transmission. Starts and runs 100% engine burns no oil.
Was set up for A/C from factory but compressor missing.
Has a two way radio, argo taxi meter, and a 70's taxi roof
light. Please don't be afraid to ask any Questions. When it
quits raining here will be posting more pitchers. A Checker
sold on eBay recently for a good sum of money was two
years newer than mine. Selling because retiring from Cab
business. Price is negotiable could end up higher or lower.
It would be hard to find a cab in this shape and condition
and runs. Please note this cab title is in my dealerships
name. But the car is mine. ☎ (814) 243-7716
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Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends
officially available and less $ than originally anticipated! Set
of 6 $20, second sets $12, individual $4. All free shipping.
PM me I take Matt Thomas in the Facebook Checker Cab
Club
PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check, coins, and
gold.

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for
vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a
now defunct company. These are the same exact size
and shape as the original chromed pot metal badges.
$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon.
Shipped FREE. These come on application tape to help
you install them in alignment.
Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on
my car)
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Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company on-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and overseas.
Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva projects new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully informative
captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the classic
Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in demand by
film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the history of
the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and private car
variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

Looking for gift for your little Checker fans? Here’s a great
item, Zandra and Tim Bowers have just published another
children’s book in their Checker Cab’s Adventure series.
The book follows the adventures of Checker Cab, Cab
Driver and his good luck charm Bunwacky as they travel
around Washington D.C. This fun read is very educational
and showcases various Washington D. C. landmarks. The
book also features fantastic illustrations by Katlyn Knuver.
If you would like to get a copy, please reach out to Tim
and Zandra at thbower@comcast.net
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End Photo

Advertisement

9331 Johnell Road
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818-999-1485
sales@checkerparts.com

The largest supplier of NOS,
Reproduction and Used Checker Parts
Specializing in Checker Taxi, Marathon,
Superba and Aerobus

Bill Beurken’s impressive Aerobus 15 at Das Dutchmans Essenhause

